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Sholay (1975) 3D Hindi Movie Full Watch Online 720p Subtitles. Bollywood movies, classical hindi
movies, Watch Full movie online. Sholay Sholay (English: Embers) is a 1975 Indian Hindi-language
action adventure film directed by R. Shankar, produced by P.S.V. Sharma, and written by Satyajit
Ray. It was adapted from the short story, "R.K. Nandi" (originally written in Bengali) by Ray, which
in turn was based on the 1884 novel R.K. . Sholay, subtitled as The Incomparable Power in English,
is a cult film in India and has been included in numerous best-of-all-time lists. It won the National
Film Award for the second Best Feature Film in Hindi. The film has been remastered in 3D in 2007,
and a complete version in 3D was released in 2011. The Hindi version was generally remade in Tamil
as En Kadhal Kural, also known as Shola . The film stars Amol Palekar, Sanjeev Kumar, Hema
Malini, Bharat Kapoor, Mrinalini Sarabhai, Mehmood, Rehana Sultan, Ram Mohan, and Trilok
Kapoor. Palekar and Kumar played the same character of Inspector Ram Singh in the Hindi original,
and Sanjeev Kumar was cast as his younger brother. Ray had first written the script of Sholay in
Bengali in 1969, as a short story. Ray's work was published in 1969 in the Indian magazine
Deepawali. Ray had originally wanted the lead character of the story, the Police Inspector Ram
Singh, to be portrayed by Dharmendra, but he did not have enough money to fly Dharmendra to
India to film the part. Shankar originally decided to remake the movie in Hindi as a low-budget
independent production but he could not get the rights to the script or the characters. So, P.S.V.
Sharma acquired the rights to the story, and directed Shankar's film. Also Sholay is a 1970 Hindi
film written, produced and directed by Satyajit Ray. The film is based on the short story R.K. Nandi
by the Bengali author Satyajit Ray. The short story (originally written in Bengali, and published in
the Indian magazine Deepaw
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